
 
 
 
 
 
 
December 6, 2017  
Via electronic communication to stevecawood43@gmail.com and kkingburnett@gmail.com 
 
Stephen Cawood 
Chair, Study Committee on Amendments to the Uniform Conservation Easement Act 
K. King Burnett 
Vice Chair, Study Committee on Amendments to the Uniform Conservation Easement Act 
Uniform Law Commission 
111 North Wabash Avenue, Suite 1010 
Chicago, IL 60602  
 
Dear Mr. Cawood and Mr. Burnett: 
 
In response to the second conference call on November 15, 2017, regarding deliberations of the 
Uniform Law Committee’s (ULC’s) Study Committee (Study Committee) on changes to the 
Uniform Conservation Easement Act (UCEA or Act), the Land Trust Alliance (Alliance) transmits 
this letter in addition to the Alliance comments dated July 21, 2017.  
 
During the November 15, 2017 conference call, the Study Committee discussed whether to 
recommend amending the UCEA to implement attorney general standing to enforce and 
expand government/judicial oversight of perpetual conservation easements. The Alliance urges 
the Study Committee to refrain from recommending any changes to the UCEA at this time for 
the following reasons: first, state agencies are already empowered (or have empowered 
themselves) to uphold conservation in perpetuity; second, as demonstrated by the examples 
summarized below and in the attachment, if the UCEA is amended, states’ versions of the law 
will be subjected to hostile political forces that, in the current polarized environment, might 
undermine conservation efforts; and finally, states seeking expanded judicial or government 
oversight can act (and have already acted) on their own to realize the same.  
 
The Alliance appreciates the efforts of states’ government agencies to assist with amicus briefs 
and other support for charitable organizations vested with the responsibility to uphold 
conservation in perpetuity. This assistance, administered through various state agencies or 
public instrumentalities, including at times the Office of the Attorney General, has furthered the 
conservation cause. It is important to note, however, that each state program is unique and 
specifically tailored to the needs and culture of that state. The following states use independent 
legislative or regulatory processes and differing models to assist with upholding conservation in 
perpetuity. For example:  
 

 In New York, three different state agencies provide funding for conservation easements 
through the state Environmental Protection Fund, overseeing and leveraging the work 
of over 85 nonprofit land trusts that have conserved 2.7 million acres across the state.     
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 In Minnesota, there are more than 15 different types of state-funded conservation 
easements, each with a different purpose, administered primarily by the Board of Water 
and Soil Resources and Department of Natural Resources. 

 In Colorado, the easement enabling statutes closely follow the UCEA, and the vast 
majority of easements (and easement holders) are subject to strict regulatory oversight, 
including easement preapproval and holder certification, through a state conservation 
easement tax credit program.  

 
The Alliance views this diversity of approaches as positive and urges the ULC to allow such 
state-by-state implementation to continue without imposing unnecessary, counterproductive 
uniformity. 
 
The Alliance further encourages the Study Committee to resist amending the Act to require 
uniform expanded government or judicial oversight, in order to protect state enabling acts from 
unnecessary attack. To open up the UCEA to amendment now risks multiple political assaults on 
the foundation of easements as a conservation tool. As illustrated by these anecdotes, political 
factions at the state level long hostile to conservation are likely to seize on any effort to amend 
a state’s UCEA to undermine or abolish this conservation tool. For example: 
 

 In Washington State, the Okanogan County Board of Commissioners has opposed the 
federal or state purchase of conservation easements for years, turning down millions of 
dollars of available funds to purchase conservation easements from willing sellers, over 
a concern that easements impose governmental control. 

 When Montana was developing its enabling act in 1975–1976, the attorney general was 
a political chameleon; the fear among landowners and their legal advisers was that he 
would promote or attack conservation easements for his unique political gain.  

 The Plains States of South Dakota, Nebraska and Kansas see proposals annually to 
eliminate perpetual conservation. Land trusts must each year spend scarce resources to 
defeat these proposals, as illustrated by a 2016 article in The Wichita Eagle newspaper. 

 In Virginia, the well-funded and aggressive property rights movement waged an all-out 
media campaign against conservation, as illustrated by a 2014 article in The New 
American, which resulted in restrictive legislation.  

 
We attach more examples of these risks to conservation across the country, which will be 
exacerbated by promoting any uniform changes to state statutes. The gains realized by the 
UCEA are too important to risk this result. 
 
Requiring expanded governmental involvement also carries the risk of politicizing a field that 
has great strength precisely because it has operated outside shifting political priorities. 
Although a few states have had positive experiences with additional governmental oversight, a 
nationwide effort to increase the involvement of governmental control could be expected to 

https://www.google.com/amp/amp.kansas.com/sports/outdoors/michael-pearce/article63730082.html
https://www.thenewamerican.com/usnews/constitution/item/17831-virginia-adopts-bipartisan-law-protecting-farms-property-rights
https://www.thenewamerican.com/usnews/constitution/item/17831-virginia-adopts-bipartisan-law-protecting-farms-property-rights
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expose private land conservation to adverse political action by vocal detractors of conservation 
efforts.   

 
Maine and Rhode Island’s legislatures both have taken advantage of political environments that 
permitted expansion of attorney general involvement in enforcement of conservation 
easements, as well as judicial oversight with attorney general involvement in modification and 
termination of conservation easements. Even in those states, however, conservation is under 
attack: Maine’s governor has spent his two terms in office actively undermining land 
conservation organizations, and in Rhode Island, the land trust community identified narrow 
issues to address via a series of changes over several years, rather than attempting a broad 
overhaul of the statute. Proponents of these legislative efforts underscore the uniqueness of 
their respective political situations and the fact that such approaches likely would not be 
successful in other states due to differing political climates. 
 
The political risk of amending enabling acts is compounded by a process under which the ULC 
will itself engage at the state level to push for changes to the law, thereby raising the profile of 
these issues and the vulnerability of conservation statutes. The specter of politicizing 
conservation is invoked despite the fact that in the materials distributed to date and during 
both of the conference calls this year, no party has identified a single issue that is broadly 
accepted as either a deficiency in the current text of the UCEA or an omission that is badly 
needed by the conservation community or other stakeholders. The numerous issues and 
variations of approach raised in the Background Memorandum rather than supporting a need 
for amendment instead illustrate that states are more than capable of making legislative 
changes or adding provisions to statutes that are best suited to their own localities and political 
climates. The existing opportunities for states to increase attorney general involvement and 
government oversight by themselves, coupled with the political risk of opening up enabling 
acts, reinforces the need for restraint when considering revising the UCEA.   

 
Moreover, the burden should be on those favoring changes to the UCEA to prove the necessity of 
amendment, rather than on the Alliance and other stakeholders to disprove such a necessity, or 
to essentially prove a negative. Instead of asking the Alliance to identify particular amendments 
to which it objects and to provide a detailed rationale as to why these amendments are 
objectionable, those favoring changes should be asked to identify proposed amendments 
together with a detailed rationale supporting adoption and demonstrating that adoption would 
cause no harm. 

The Alliance and its 1,000 member land trusts can then respond to such proposals with the 
appropriate feedback and analysis. Under this framework, the Alliance can also work informally 
with the ULC or the Study Committee to, for example, post educational article(s) on the ULC 
web publications page, without requiring or promoting any specific uniform changes.     
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The Alliance and its members feel strongly that the UCEA has worked well and is highly 
effective as is. The current system of oversight is successful, which is a credit to all of the 
systems that are already in place, including IRS regulations, Land Trust Standards and Practices 
and accreditation, Terrafirma Risk Retention Group LLC, the various state or funder 
requirements and, finally, land trust state association guidance. The available data support the 
current configuration of oversight. Capacity, capability, culture and costs all vary from state to 
state, and there is little consensus on the appropriate method and persons for increasing 
oversight. The Alliance believes that the lack of state uniformity, coupled with political risk, 
dictate that any changes should be left to the states.  

 
Thank you for your full consideration of these comments on behalf of all the Alliance member 
land trusts and their advisers. We look forward to participating in the December 11 call and 
submitting further final comments prior to the Study Committee’s decision on a 
recommendation to the Scoping Committee of the ULC. 
 
 
Very truly yours, 
 
Leslie Ratley-Beach, Conservation Defense Director lrbeach@lta.org  
Sylvia Bates, Director of Standards and Educational Services sbates@lta.org  
 
 
Attachment 
 
copy:  Andrew Bowman, President, Land Trust Alliance 
       Benjamin Orzeske, ULC General Counsel, borzeske@uniformlaws.org  
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ADDITIONAL ANECDOTES ADVERSE TO CONSERVATION 
 

Alabama 
The Alabama Forest Resources Center was integrally involved with the passage of the Uniform 
Conservation Easement Act in Alabama and it faced many hurdles. The conservation 
community had to satisfy Alabama’s major business interests with several concessions. The 
Alabama act works fine as is and there have been no complaints. If the Alabama land trusts had 
to engage the legislature again, it is likely that the very well-funded and aggressive property 
rights and anti-government movements would dredge up controversy, and the business 
interests would demand more anti-conservation changes. 
Alabama Forest Resources Center 
 
Colorado  
Both the Colorado conservation enabling legislation and conservation tax credit program have 
been regularly challenged by opponents in recent years, particularly because legislators often 
conflate the legal ability to create perpetual conservation easements with the state tax credit 
program. A 2017 sunset review of the tax credit program found dramatic negative impacts to 
conservation resulting from the state’s increased oversight and administration of the tax credit 
program: total acres conserved through tax credit projects are down 60 percent since 2012; 
application review times routinely exceed the statutory 120-day average, creating uncertainty 
for landowners and easement holders; the number of approved tax credit applications has 
decreased nearly 75 percent since 2012; and fees for annual holder certification renewals have 
increased 841 percent since 2011–2012, and fees for landowners applying for tax credits have 
increased 168 percent since 2013–2014 to more than $12,000 today. 

  
During the 2017 legislative session, an 11th-hour amendment by a legislator to defund the tax 
credit program failed by only five votes in the House of Representatives. Only one Republican 
out of 30 voted against the amendment. The vote was widely seen as a referendum on 
conservation easements themselves. Before that, veterans’ and education groups sought to 
redirect lottery revenue away from investments in easements through Great Outdoors 
Colorado (GOCO), which, if successful, would have severely curtailed the pace, quality and 
permanence of conservation in the state. Any revisions to the state enabling act or increase in 
government oversight therefore are strictly avoided due to this current, hostile political climate.  
Colorado Open Lands 
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts 
 
Florida 
Florida legislators shifted funds for Amendment 1 to fund the Land Acquisition Trust Fund, 
which would then acquire, restore and manage conservation lands. But representatives from 
groups like the North Florida Land Trust later became concerned that legislators were using 
funds from Amendment 1 for things other than land purchases. Jim McCarthy, executive 

http://www.floridatoday.com/story/opinion/columnists/matt-reed/2016/04/06/matt-reed-what-did-you-expect-amendment-1/82719404/
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director of the North Florida Land Trust, accused state legislators of using the fund on salaries 
and operational costs for the Department of Environmental Protection.  
North Florida Land Trust 
 
Kansas 
Much of the impetus behind the opposition to perpetual conservation easements and 
conservation easements in general in Kansas has been promoted by the Kansas Natural 
Resource Coalition (KNRC). KNRC is a collaboration of county governments who “engage federal 
agencies during environment and natural resource administrative rulemaking processes” (see 
www.knrc.org). According to KNRC’s home page, “only local government—not industry, not 
associations and particularly not nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)—are permitted to 
leverage accountability from federal administrative agencies during natural resource policy 
rule-makings.” KNRC has been involved at the state level in attempting to amend the Kansas 
UCEA during at least three sessions of the Kansas Legislature. Conservation easements are a 
particular focus of KNRC’s; see https://knrc.org/issues/conservation-easements. KNRC states: 
“UCEA was quickly adopted into the statutes of most states, and it — along with the federal IRS 
tax exemption—have effectively injected the federal government into county land use policy 
through reduction of property valuations and imposition of natural resource and land 
management restrictions.” KNRC goes on to list, on this webpage, the “significant gaps” that it 
sees in easement policy, including regulation, monitoring and “mandatory standards necessary 
to oversee unscrupulous land trusts and agents.” In Kansas, land conservation groups don’t 
underestimate the influence that KNRC has across the state. Clearly, the UCEA is a major focus 
of this organization. KNRC will be aware of any changes that the ULC might consider for the 
model act and will capitalize on any such opportunities to move its agenda opposing 
conservation easements forward.  
 
For example in 2016, the assault on wildlife and land conservation continued in the state 
capitol. Audubon of Kansas has devoted attention to advocacy and the protection of the natural 
environment, determined to preserve what is left of the state’s heritage prairies and important 
ecosystems. 
 
SB 425: This bill would have diminished the prospect that landowners can continue to work 
with organizations and agencies to protect prairies, wetlands, streams and agricultural land 
with permanent conservation easements. 
 
SB 384: This bill would have eviscerated the Kansas Non-game and Endangered Species 
Conservation Act. The Kansas Department of Wildlife, Parks and Tourism was able to craft a 
substitute version of the bill that will not diminish the agency’s ongoing ability to administer 
responsibilities for protection of imperiled species. 
Audubon of Kansas 
The Conservation Fund 
Ranchland Trust of Kansas 

http://www.knrc.org/
https://knrc.org/issues/conservation-easements
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001H2VG8wXuPfjWiPSX8jMpqrooiNGpShkH0xeNCYb60oh6S9GUEwdIs5ZiML51gjI1VyA8vfid5cAnree0SiJUJkzCmnos0KEoSnMssPqBr8K4Caghx84Y1BMmKGrneQMc7qy18Ii5_QOhwMJE5l8Hg5tfXcm6rIzvGAjzhBzEq-ShEB350o5cHmo_hNZZ5iS2GNkbMYfE1SNpqBCqnoCPfOTqG2qDL_tx8PZqFcs6vZNtmKh-NGkMHg==&c=rOsW1cKBkwmjbRt5A0nilQEtIPa34fhVRqXetxhNnx_vJmJTbSBA1w==&ch=Ajw93T9VKxEZBJaRfW4y7drdlqKGk0XRgeNazAB2ZeBbtjFPuciYWw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001H2VG8wXuPfjWiPSX8jMpqrooiNGpShkH0xeNCYb60oh6S9GUEwdIs8Git0XulpMAM5UHGx2IvTvBOGNzLmN1whhHxGob8QNo6eedRZGJdwisftD8yY7mJiIO8aTzykzqBigPAumKU4uuSPzPtO42ZtTS9B0619I0y_yb88VuZJBhV5hJva7ZBsD3GpVBzxoQXOIkrH79k6cmuaNTv2NJ17ab27guGrZVL0PBt3GTnmpcRid8jIixlFneyDguKqq0&c=rOsW1cKBkwmjbRt5A0nilQEtIPa34fhVRqXetxhNnx_vJmJTbSBA1w==&ch=Ajw93T9VKxEZBJaRfW4y7drdlqKGk0XRgeNazAB2ZeBbtjFPuciYWw==
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Minnesota 
In Minnesota, the majority of new easements are funded through the State of Minnesota, 
which already has provisions addressing easement modification and terminations. Changing 
these in the UCEA could conflict and confuse the other state rules regarding state-funded 
easements. This is particularly true for most of the easements held by the Minnesota Land 
Trust, which are bargain sales (for example, one set of rules could apply to the donated portion 
and one to the purchased portion, making for very complicated and conflicting rules). 
Minnesota has more easements than any other state (roughly 13,000). The majority of these 
are held by state and federal governments (roughly 12,500), which use easements not 
necessarily guided by the UCEA. The Minnesota Land Trust has approached the state attorney 
general in a recent easement violation in which the state had potential standing, and the 
attorney general’s office declined to participate. 
Minnesota Land Trust 
 
Montana 
One of the reasons that Montana’s conservation easement act and land trust community have 
been so successful is that the enabling act grounds conservation easements in real property law 
and structures the grant of a conservation easement as a voluntary conveyance of private 
property rights. This conceptual framework is appealing to some landowners who prefer to 
maintain a separation, to the extent that they can, between their private property and the 
government.  
 
For example, in 2007 Five Valleys Land Trust worked with a landowner to protect his 500-acre 
property on the edge of a city. The conservation easement protected working agricultural lands 
and scenic open space visible from almost any location in the city. The landowner’s property 
was located in the city’s highest priority area for land conservation at the time of the grant of 
the easement. There is no question in the project manager’s mind that this landowner would 
not have agreed to grant a conservation easement to Five Valleys if Montana’s conservation 
easement act specifically provided for attorney general standing to enforce the easement or 
other forms of administrative oversight by the government.  
 
This landowner did not want any implication within the language of his easement that his land 
was connected to any level of government. The landowner wanted the grant of the 
conservation easement to be an exercise of his private property rights, which is exactly how 
Montana’s conservation easement act is structured. Five Valleys likely could have obtained 
public funding to purchase this easement from the landowner, but the landowner chose to 
forgo that funding because he did not want the government to be a part of his conservation 
project. Because of this landowner’s grant of a conservation easement on his property, three of 
his neighbors also eventually granted conservation easements, resulting in a 1,000-acre block of 
scenic open space at the edge of the city. In Montana, an express statutory conveyance of 
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conservation easement oversight to the attorney general could dissuade some landowners 
from choosing to conserve their land.  
 
Reopening the enabling statute to the legislative process is itself fraught with political peril. In 
the very recent past, a legislative effort to eliminate the permanency of conservation 
easements under Montana law was launched by a respected Montana legislator to, essentially, 
track the approach taken by the neighboring state of North Dakota. The effort was defeated, 
but the land trust community in Montana anticipates future attacks. Just in the past year, the 
politician who is now Montana’s state auditor (and who has announced his candidacy for the 
U.S. Senate) attended a hearing of the Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks Board regarding funding 
for an easement project and took the opportunity to rail against conservation easements as 
being incompatible with private property rights. There is real political opposition to 
conservation easements in Montana from leading figures in the state’s increasingly polarized 
political environment. Conservation easements are also blessed with strong support, but it is 
much easier, politically speaking, to defend against attempts to amend a statute that is already 
on the books than it would be to defend against detrimental amendments offered during a 
process of amending the statute once that process has already begun. For this reason, land 
trusts in Montana are extremely hesitant to lay down their first and best line of defense: simply 
urging legislators to not take up the issue of amending the enabling statute in the first place. 
Voluntarily opening up enabling statutes to those who would do them harm is simply bad 
strategy in places like Montana. 
Five Valleys Land Trust 
Montana Land Reliance 
 
Ohio 
The Ohio Clean Ohio Program requires obtaining Township and County Commissioner 
Resolutions of Support for individual applications. Some farms have land in multiple 
townships.  Local officials have unbounded discretion to approve or not and no rational basis or 
statutory reason is needed.  One township trustee voted a resolution of support down because 
he did "not believe in spending taxpayer money on land preservation” and that “it’s a waste of 
taxpayer money. This trustee was expressing his own views. The Clean Ohio Fund ballot 
initiative was overwhelmingly approved by voters all 88 Ohio counties in 2008.  
Cardinal Land Conservancy, Inc. 
 
Pennsylvania 
In Pennsylvania, influential interests have an express wish to prohibit conservation easements 
in perpetuity—to limit all to a term of 25 years or fewer—so as not to constrain the possibility 
of development. This would be accomplished through amending Pennsylvania’s conservation 
easement enabling act. If Pennsylvania’s act were opened to amendment, the desire to make 
this change and other changes noxious to the conservation facilitated by the act would be 
energized and a pathway to making the changes would be established. 
Pennsylvania Land Trust Association 
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South Dakota 
In 2013, a bill (HB 1007) was presented in the South Dakota House Agriculture and Natural 
Resources Committee proposing to prevent landowners from entering into perpetual 
conservation easements by implementing a term limit of 30 years. After an amendment 
changed the bill’s language from a limit of 30 years to 99 years on any future easement, the bill 
was deferred to the 41st Legislative Day on a seven-to-five vote. That procedural move, in 
essence, killed the bill for that session. A wide variety of groups, two state agencies (the 
Department of Transportation and Game, Fish and Parks) and many private landowners who 
had granted or want to grant perpetual easements testified against the bill.  

 
The Sierra Club reported that in 2014 it helped to again defeat this perennial bill 
to restrict conservation easements (HB 1083). After passing the Agriculture and Natural 
Resources Committee, the bill was killed on the House floor. In 2016, the South Dakota 
legislature renewed this attack on conservation easements with yet another proposal to limit 
easements to less than 100 years. That marked the fifth year of these attacks, which the 
conservation community has had to work constantly to defeat, at great cost and continuing risk.  
Izaak Walton League of America 
Sierra Club 
 
Tennessee 
Many of the landowners who work with The Land Trust of Tennessee choose to work with this 
organization because the land trust is not the government and there is little government 
interference. As is the case with most of the country right now, Tennessee’s state legislature 
has become extremely polarized and political, so the land trust is fearful of involving the 
legislature or state agencies in anything relating to conservation easements. The Land Trust of 
Tennessee is worried that any changes to the UCEA could cause the state’s attorney general to 
look back at its enabling act and open it up for discussion and dissention. The land trust worked 
to revise its state enabling act in 2005 to address a narrow standing issue. This was a very small 
change that only affected one small portion of the Tennessee’s enabling act, but it took a huge 
amount of work for the land trust’s staff. It was a yearlong process that consumed excessive 
time for both the land trust’s leaders and its staff attorney. The Land Trust of Tennessee 
worries that any opening up of the enabling act right now would divert a huge amount of staff 
resources that otherwise would be spent on conserving land.    
The Land Trust of Tennessee 
 
Washington State  
Local officials decided that they would attempt to impose an annual ad valorem real property 
tax on conservation easements that were purchased using state or federal funding. The County 
apparently was hearing from landowners who had land restricted by conservation easements 
that their property assessments should be reduced because of the restrictions imposed by the 
conservation easements. It seems that the County decided that it would pick up the lost 

http://southdakotasierraclub.org/legislation/
https://openstates.org/nd/bills/64/HB1197/
https://sdrcworks.wordpress.com/
https://sdrcworks.wordpress.com/
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revenue by taxing those conservation easements, using the purchase price (these easements 
were all purchased at fair market value). This is a clear example of a divergence among 
jurisdictions (that is, federal money used to purchase easements, state property tax exemptions 
favorable to easements, local assessors desperate for revenue) about how to deal with 
conservation easements. If nothing else, that situation would likely be exacerbated if one or 
more of the political jurisdictions had approval authority over whether an easement should be 
granted.  
Thomas Haensly, Seattle attorney 
 
Wisconsin 
Now is definitely not the time to be revisiting the Wisconsin enabling statute. Here are some 
articles that illustrate the current tenor of the conversation around conservation in Wisconsin: 

 Governor Walker and lawmakers have used one-party control since 2011 to engineer the 
biggest shift in natural resource management since the Clean Water Act.  

 The Knowles-Nelson Stewardship program has protected about 675,000 acres since 
1990. Funding was cut from $86 million a year in 2010 to the current level of $33 million. In 
2015, Republicans questioned the affordability of the program when figures showed it was 
costing $1.6 million a week in debt payments.  

 The state Justice Department has shrunk staffing levels in its environmental protection unit 
to the lowest level in 25 years.  

Gathering Waters: Wisconsin’s Alliance for Land Trusts 
 

 
Compiled by the Land Trust Alliance 
December 6, 2017 
From land trust communications 
 
 

https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2017/11/22/wisconsins-political-shift-right-under-scott-walker-influencing-natural-resources/876335001/
https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2017/11/22/wisconsins-political-shift-right-under-scott-walker-influencing-natural-resources/876335001/
https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2017/11/22/scott-walker-gop-have-eased-many-environmental-regulations-and-made-cuts-key-programs/792918001/
http://archive.jsonline.com/news/statepolitics/walker-plan-to-freeze-land-purchases-wins-support-dismay-b99447518z1-293337301.html
http://www.wisconsingazette.com/news/environment/wisconsin-doj-shrinks-environmental-protection-unit/article_b010b78b-c469-55f1-9c26-2353eaf9ae99.html
http://www.wisconsingazette.com/news/environment/wisconsin-doj-shrinks-environmental-protection-unit/article_b010b78b-c469-55f1-9c26-2353eaf9ae99.html

